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Executive summary 

This Community Consultation Report provides a summary of the community consultation carried 
out by Transport for NSW in June and July 2020 to seek feedback on the initial design for the 
future upgrade of the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay. 

The NSW Government has committed to upgrade the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal 
and Bateau Bay, which will see the highway widened to two lanes in both directions for 3.8 
kilometres. 

Feedback was sought from the community between 3 June and 10 July 2020 on the initial design 
of the proposal. 

A community update outlining the proposal was distributed to more than 6,800 households and 
businesses in the Wamberal, Forresters Beach, Tumbi Umbi and Bateau Bay areas. 

Owners of directly impacted properties were written to directly and offered meetings via video 
conference with the project team.  A total of 33 video meetings were held with these property 
owners.   

Transport also held a Facebook Live event in early July, which had a total reach of 27,680 people. 

A total of 223 responses were received. Responses were received from the general public, 
elected state government representatives and Central Coast Council . 

Along with a number of suggestions about the initial design, there was general support for the 
project with the community welcoming the proposal to widen the road to two lanes in each 
direction to improve safety and traffic flow. The general consensus among the positive community 
feedback was the proposal was long overdue. There was also support for improved pedestrian 
safety and active transport via the shared and pedestrian pathways. 

Some of the key issues raised by the community include the number of traffic lights along the 3.8 
kilometre upgrade, property acquisition impact, intersection treatment and access out of Whalans 
Road and Mistview Circuit, no u-turn facility at Tumbi Road and business impact to the Wamberal 
Fresh Fruit Market. 

 

Next steps 

The next step for the project is preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact 
assessments for the proposal. The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will 
consider the community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in this 
Community Consultation Report. 

Given the size and complexity of the proposal, TfNSW is proposing to deliver the concept design and 
environmental impact assessment in parts. The upgrade of the intersection of the Central Coast 
Highway and Tumbi Road will be one part and the remainder of the proposal will be a second part.  
This split will allow the Tumbi Road intersection upgrade to be delivered ahead of the remainder of 
the proposal. 

The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will be displayed for community and 
stakeholder feedback. These displays are planned in 2021 for the Tumbi Road intersection upgrade 
and in 2022 for the remainder of the proposal.     
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1. Introduction 

The Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay is used by around 26,500 
motorists every day and subject to traffic congestion in peak traffic times. This section of the 
highway is typically undivided with a single lane in each direction and has limited pedestrian and 
cyclist facilities. The proposal to upgrade the Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay will 
increase capacity and improve pedestrian and cyclist facilities to cater for the growing needs of 
the Central Coast.   

The proposal involves widening the Highway to two lanes in each direction between Tumbi Road, 
Wamberal and Bateau Bay Road, Bateau Bay including a dividing central median. It includes key 
intersection upgrades along the Central Coast Highway at Tumbi Road, Crystal Street, Forresters 
Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage and Coleridge Roads, Cresthaven Avenue and Bateau Bay 
Road. 

 
1.1 Background 

The NSW Government has invested $4 million to enable Transport to progress early planning for 
the upgrade of the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay. The upgrade 
will improve journey times and safety for all road users by widening the highway to two lanes in 
each direction between Wamberal and Bateau Bay and upgrading key intersections. 

The benefits of the proposal include: 

 

 Improved journey times and reduced congestion between Wamberal and Bateau Bay for all 
road users 

 Reduced delays at key intersections 

 Improved road user safety 

 Safer cycling and pedestrian facilities, particularly near intersections. 

 
1.2 The proposal 

The proposal involves the widening the Highway to two lanes in each direction with a central 
dividing median between Wamberal and Bateau Bay. Key features of the displayed proposal 
include: 

 
Intersection upgrades 
 

 New traffic lights at the intersections of Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road, Crystal 
Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage / Coleridge Road. 

 Modified traffic lights at the intersection of the Central Coast Highway and Bateau Bay Road. 

 Cresthaven Avenue roundabout upgraded to two through lanes in both directions on the 
highway. 

 Left in – left out only intersections with the Central Coast Highway at Bakali Road, Alistair 
Avenue, Coleridge Road (north entry) and Lumby Drive 

 Upgraded seagull type intersections onto the Central Coast Highway at Whalans Road and 
Mistview Circuit 

 A dedicated right turn lane into Mass Parade from the Central Coast Highway with left in – left 
out from Mass Parade onto the Central Coast Highway. 

 
U-turn Facilities 
 

 U-turn facilities provided in Mass Parade and Bellevue Road 
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Active Transport upgrades 
 

 3 metre wide shared path in the eastern verge of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi 
Road and Bateau Bay Road (3.8km) 

 1.5 metre wide footpath in the western of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and 
Bateau Bay Road, except between Bellevue Road and Passage Road (3.3km). 

 2 metre wide on-road cycleway in both directions on the Central Coast Highway between 
Tumbi Road and Cresthaven Avenue.  

 
Bus Facilities 
 

 New indented bus bays on Central Coast Highway north and south of the Tumbi Road 
intersection 

 New indented bus bays on the Central Coast Highway north of Passage and Coleridge Road 
intersection 

 Existing bus bay on Tumbi Road approach removed 

 Existing bus bay on southern side of Bellevue Road removed. 
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2. Consultation approach 
 

2.1 Consultation objectives 

Community feedback was sought on the initial design between June and July 2020. The purpose of 

the community consultation was to: 

 

 Inform community members and stakeholders about the proposed upgrade and initial design 

 Seek comments, feedback, ideas and suggestions on the proposal from community members 
and stakeholders on the initial design 

 Continue to build a database and knowledge of community members and stakeholders for 
TfNSW to engage with through the ongoing development and delivery of the upgrade. 

 

2.2 Values 

The following values underpin Transport’s decisions and behaviours when working with 

customers, colleagues, stakeholders and partners: 

 

 Customer focus - we place the customer at the centre of everything we do 

 Collaboration - we value each other and create better outcomes by working together 

 Solutions - we deliver sustainable and innovative solutions to NSW’s transport needs 

 Integrity - we take responsibility and communicate openly 

 Safety - we prioritise safety for our people and our customers. 
 

2.3 Consultation method 

Feedback was sought from the community between 3 June and 10 July 2020 on the initial 
design of the proposal. 

A community update outlining the proposal was distributed to more than 6,800 households and 
businesses in the Wamberal, Forresters Beach, Tumbi Umbi and Bateau Bay areas. 
Community members were encouraged to provide feedback by mail, email or phone contact 
with the project team. 

Due to Covid-19 restrictions on face-to-face community engagement, Transport held a 
Facebook Live event on 3 July 2020 instead of a community drop in session. This session had 
a total reach of 27,680 people. 

Owners of directly impacted adjacent properties were written to directly and offered video 
conference with the project team.  

A total of 33 meetings were held with property owners, with 15 not supportive of any type of 
acquisition, 14 neutral and four positive about the project and with no objections. These 
meetings were carried out via Zoom or Microsoft Teams, or on the phone with a members of the 
project team including a property manager. 

Transport also individually briefed Central Coast Council and Red Bus Service.  
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3. Consultation Summary 

3.1 Overview 

Transport received a total of 223 submissions during the consultation between 3 June and 10 July 

2020. We acknowledged all written comments and spoke to respondents who directly phoned the 

project team.   

Along with a number of suggestions about the initial plans, there was general support for the 
project with the community welcoming the proposal to widen the road to two lanes in each 
direction to improve safety and traffic flow. The general consensus among the positive 
community feedback was the proposal was long overdue. There was also support for improved 
pedestrian safety and active transport via the shared and pedestrian pathways. 

Issues raised by the community during the consultation fell into the following categories: 

 

 Design 

 Property impact 

 Business impact 

 Active and public transport 

 Environment 

 Construction  

 Operation 

 Local roads 

 Cost and other projects. 

The sub issues attracting most attention were: 

 

Design 
 

 The number of traffic lights across the 3.8 kilometre route – 36 responses 

 The intersection treatment and access out of Whalans Road – 21 responses 

 No u-turn facility at Tumbi Road  - 15 responses 

 The intersection treatment and access out of Mistview Circuit – 14 responses. 
 

Property Impact 
 

 Objection to property acquisitions  – 15 responses 
 

Business Impact 
 

 Future of Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market – 14 responses  
 
Active and Public Transport 
 

 Exclusion of the pedestrian pathway between Bellevue Road and Passage Road – 12 
responses 

 
The table in Section 3.2 provides further detail on the issues raised by the community and 

stakeholders and the response from Transport. 
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3.2 Responses Summary 
 
The table below outlines the issues raised in community and stakeholder submissions and the response from Transport.  Unless otherwise stated, the 
comments in the table had three comments or less. 
 
Design Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

 
Traffic lights 

Comments include: 

 A total of 36 respondents said 

there were too many traffic 

lights. Traffic lights at Crystal 

Street, Forresters Beach Road 

and Passage/Coleridge Road 

will hold up traffic. 

 A preference for roundabouts at 

some intersections was 

communicated, including 

Crystal Street, Forresters 

Beach Road and Bellevue 

Road. 

 

Traffic modelling was carried out as part of the initial design to examine options for 

traffic lights and roundabouts at various intersections.  The traffic modelling confirmed 

the proposed intersection treatments achieve satisfactory traffic performance across the 

next 20 years accounting for traffic growth. 

The traffic modelling indicated traffic lights were required at the Central Coast 

Highway intersections with Tumbi Road, Passage / Coleridge Road and Bateau 

Bay Road to achieve satisfactory traffic performance. Roundabouts at these 

intersections did not meet the required traffic performance levels. 

At the Central Coast Highway intersections with Crystal Street, Forresters Beach 

Road, Bellevue Road and Cresthaven Avenue, the traffic modelling indicated these 

intersections would operate at acceptable traffic performance levels as either dual 

lane roundabouts or traffic lights. Given either treatment was technically feasible at 

these intersections, other considerations such as safe pedestrian crossings in 

areas of higher foot traffic and footprint impact on adjoining properties, 

infrastructure and environmentally sensitive areas factored into the selected 

intersection treatment. 

Traffic lights were adopted at the Crystal Street intersection as this treatment 

required a smaller footprint than a dual lane roundabout.  The footprint of a dual 

lane roundabout had significant impact on adjoining water and wastewater 

infrastructure and additional impact on the adjoining Carbeen Reserve. 

Traffic lights were adopted at the Forresters Beach Road intersection and the 

Bellevue Road intersection as these treatments provide: 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

 Safer pedestrian and active transport crossing facilities at Forresters Beach 

shops and the Caltex service station that generate higher pedestrian and 

active transport users  

 A smaller footprint that has less impact on adjoining residential and 

commercial properties.    

A dual lane roundabout was selected at the Cresthaven Avenue intersection as this 

location has sufficient space to accommodate the larger footprint of a dual lane 

roundabout. The dual lane roundabout also provides u-turn functionality at this 

location which traffic lights do not provide.     

Transport proposes to maintain the key intersection treatments as shown on the 

initial designs. 

 
Whalans 

Road 
intersection 
treatment 

Comments include: 

 A total of 21 comments were 

received and critical of the 

layout of the Whalans Road 

intersection including:  

 

o Perceived difficulty turning 

out onto the upgraded 

highway across multiple 

lanes 

o Preference for a roundabout 

or traffic lights  

 Investigate widening service 

road near Whalans Road. 

 

 

Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform 

the type of intersection upgrade at Whalans Road. The traffic volumes into and out of 

Whalans Road do not warrant traffic lights or a roundabout at this intersection. The 

traffic modelling confirmed the proposed seagull type intersection treatment will achieve 

satisfactory traffic performance. 

In addition, the provision of traffic lights or a roundabout at Whalans Road is 

problematic due to: 

 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road which are in 

close proximity    

 The adjacent steep topography and the footprint requirements of a dual 

lane roundabout would result in significant property impact at this location 

 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through 

traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 

The proposed seagull type intersection at Whalans Road has been designed to 

current standards and has maintained all current turning movements at this 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

intersection.  The design provides additional features that do not currently exist at 

Whalans Road including: 

 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Whalans Road 

and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Whalans Road.  

The sheltered acceleration bay is about five times longer than the existing 

bay to help with the northbound merge  

 The existing crest on the Central Coast Highway to the south of Whalans 

Road has been lowered to improve sight distance for the northbound 

merge 

 The proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road and Passage / Coleridge Road 

will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn 

in and out of Whalans Road. 

Transport proposes to maintain the layout of Whalans Road intersection as shown on 

the initial designs. Improvements to the service roads in the vicinity of Whalans Road 

will be considered during the preparation of the concept designs in the next phase of 

project development. 

 
Tumbi Road 
intersection 
treatment 
and u-turn 

facility  

Comments include: 

 A total of 15 respondents 

requested a u-turn option at 

Wamberal for motorists who 

currently use Tumbi Road 

roundabout to u-turn to avoid 

inconvenient detours 

 Request for provisions 

including: 

 

o Extension of the left turn lane 

all the way back to the school 

or Carbeen Road 

 

Transport acknowledges the replacement of the existing Tumbi Road roundabout with 

traffic lights will result in the loss of u-turn provision at this location which may lead to 

local detours for some road users.  

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, TfNSW will 

further investigate the u-turn functionality at the Tumbi Road intersection. These 

investigations will consider the current traffic volumes making the u-turn movements, 

the origin of these trips and the extent of local detours.  

Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform 

the type of intersection treatment at Tumbi Road. Traffic lights were determined the 

most appropriate treatment to provide satisfactory traffic performance for at least 20 

years. The number of lanes and the length of the turning bays at the intersection 

approaches have been sized to provide for current and future traffic volumes. 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

o An underpass/overpass or 

traffic separation at Tumbi 

Road. 

A grade separated treatment at Tumbi Road would require significantly more 

investment and impact on property including encroachment into the Wamberal Lagoon 

Nature Reserve which is a National Park.  This type of treatment is considered an over 

investment given the traffic analysis is indicating traffic lights provide sufficient capacity. 

Transport propose to maintain traffic lights as the design solution at Tumbi Road 

intersection. As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, 

Transport will investigate u-turn functionality as noted above.  

 
Mistview 
Circuit 

intersection 
treatment 

Comments include: 

 A total of 14 comments were 

received about Mistview Circuit 

including: 

 

o Perceived difficulty turning 

out onto the upgraded 

highway across multiple 

lanes 

o Preference for a  roundabout 

or traffic lights  

 Consideration of 

reconfiguration of the 

intersection of Mistview Circuit 

and the Forresters Beach 

Retirement Village entry.  

 

 

Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform 

the type of intersection treatment at Mistview Circuit. The traffic volumes into and out of 

Mistview Circuit do not warrant traffic lights or a roundabout at this intersection. The 

traffic modelling confirmed the proposed seagull type intersection treatment will achieve 

satisfactory traffic performance. 

In addition, the provision of traffic lights or a roundabout at Mistview Circuit is 

problematic due to: 

 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road 

and Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    

 The footprint requirements of a dual lane roundabout would result in 

significant property impact at this location 

 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through 

traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 

The proposed seagull type intersection at Mistview Circuit has been designed to 

current standards and has maintained all current turning movements at this 

intersection.  The design provides additional features that do not currently exist at 

Mistview Circuit including: 

 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Mistview Circuit 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Mistview Circuit.  

The sheltered acceleration bay is about three times longer than the existing 

bay to help with the northbound merge  

 The proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road 

will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn 

in and out of Mistview Circuit. 

 A turning area has been provided in Bellevue Road near the service 

station. This facility can be used by residents from Mistview Circuit and 

Forresters Beach Retirement Village to turn right onto the highway at the 

Bellevue Road traffic lights as an alternative to turning right out of Mistview 

Circuit. 

Transport proposes to maintain the layout of Central Coast Highway and Mistview 

Circuit intersection as shown on the initial designs. 

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, TfNSW will 

explore options at the Mistview Circuit and the Forresters Beach Retirement Village 

entry to establish if a safe alternative arrangement is possible. This may include further 

targeted consultation with local residents. 

 
Cresthaven 

Avenue 
intersection 
treatment 

Comments include: 

 Retaining/upgrading this 

roundabout will result in long 

queues which already exist 

during peak. 

 Concerns Cresthaven will 

continue operating as 

roundabout. 

 A total of six comments 

suggested this intersection 

operate as a roundabout with 

traffic lights for motorists 

 

The existing single lane roundabout at Cresthaven Avenue is upgraded to two through 

lanes in both directions on the highway. 

Traffic modelling was carried out as part of the initial design and confirmed the 

intersection of Cresthaven Avenue will perform at acceptable levels as a dual lane 

roundabout without traffic signals.  

Metered roundabouts with traffic lights on approaches are usually a short-term non-

standard solution rather than a planned outcome of a major upgrade. 

Transport proposes to maintain the initial design for the Cresthaven Avenue intersection 

as a dual lane roundabout.  
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

travelling south and turning 

right into Cresthaven. 

 
Bellevue 

Road 
turning 
facility 

Comments include: 

 The planned turnaround near 

Caltex is not needed as the 

nearby retirement village has 

three entry/exit gates. This will 

adversely affect Bellevue 

residents with additional travel 

time. 

 

 

The turning area in Bellevue Road provides turning facility for a number of residents in 

the locality. It provides a turning facility for residences on the eastern side of the 

highway between Coleridge Road and Alistair Avenue. It also provides an alternative 

way for residents in Mistview Circuit, Forresters Beach Retirement Village and Whalans 

Road to turn right onto the Central Coast Highway at traffic lights.   

The turning area has been designed as a minor road link between Bellevue Road and 

Longs Road.  Bellevue Road through traffic will have right of way and will not be 

delayed by vehicles using this turning area. 

Transport proposes to maintain the turning area in Bellevue Road. 

 
Service road 

north of 
Bakali Road 
and u-turn 
between 

Bakali Road 
and 

Forresters 
Beach Road 

Comments include: 

 A question about whether the 

service road will be included in 

final design or will properties 

currently using this access road 

have direct access to Central 

Coast Highway. 

 Recommendation to consider 

potential for turning bay into 

Apollo Resort to become a u-

turn facility for residents on the 

western side between Bakali 

and Forresters Beach Road. 

 

 

Under the initial designs, the parallel service road on the western side of the highway 

just north of Bakali Road is retained but modified. The service road length is reduced. It 

will no longer connect to Bakali Road and will be accessed from the highway 

northbound carriageway only. In most cases, residents will continue have access via 

the service road.  There are some residences who will not be able to access the 

shortened access road and will be provided direct access to the highway. 

As part of the next phase of project development, TfNSW will carry out additional 

investigation and design to define the extent of the service road modifications and 

residential access arrangements in this area.   

TfNSW acknowledge the replacement of the existing Crystal Street roundabout with 

traffic lights will result in the loss of southbound u-turn provision for residences between 

Bakali Road and Forresters Beach Road and will require local detours.   

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

further investigate the options for access to residences between Bakali Road and 

Foresters Beach Road when travelling southbound on the Central Coast Highway.   
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport for NSW response 

 
Alistair 
Avenue 

intersection 
treatment 

Comments include: 

 A total of three comments were 

received from residents 

requesting Alistair Avenue be 

closed to the highway by 

installing a cul-de-sac rather 

than the proposed left turn only. 

 A request for right in and right 

out of Alistair Avenue to be 

maintained. 

 

Under the initial design, the Alistair Avenue intersection is a left in – left out only 

intersection. Right in and right out of Alistair Avenue is not feasible given the proximity 

of this intersection to the traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road.    

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

investigate options and consult with Central Coast Council on the suggestion to cul-de-

sac Alistair Avenue. These investigations may include further targeted consultation with 

local residents. 

 
Median strip 

Comments include: 

  A comment the project is 

incomplete with respect to the 

median strip, which should 

extend to Eastern Road, and 

not stop at Bateau Bay Road. 

 A question whether the 1.8 

wide median includes a full 

length safety barrier to mitigate 

risks of head on crashes. 

 A request to consider a wire 

rope barrier south of Crystal 

Street. 

 

The scope of the proposal is defined as starting at Tumbi Road, Wamberal and ending 

at Bateau Bay Road, Bateau Bay. Opportunities to improve the highway further north 

are acknowledged and these may be considered for future projects subject to wider 

priority across the region and state. 

The width and the treatment type for the central median will be examined by Transport 

as part of concept design in the next phase of project development. Along the proposal 

length, there are different traffic environments and crash characteristics so treatment 

will likely vary. Road user safety will be a primary concern during the ongoing 

development. 
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Property Impact Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Property 

Acquisition 

Comments include: 

 15 objections to acquisitions 

 What compensation am I 

entitled to? 

 

 

Property owners identified as directly affected by the initial designs have all been 

notified and offered individual consultation by video call or telephone. Transport’s 

project team and property officers have carried out initial confidential discussions with 

all owners who accepted an invitation and further consultation is planned as the project 

progresses.  

Transport will continue to work with affected property owners as the project progresses 

and aims to minimise impact as much as possible. This will include efforts to minimise 

the width of the typical cross-sections wherever possible. 

 
Property 
impacts 

from verge 
widths 

Comments include: 

 A question about why to the 

footpaths/shared paths have to 

be so wide and necessitating 

acquisition. 

 A request that the shared 

pathway on eastern side be 

reduced by 1.5 metres to 

reduce impact to properties. 

 

The pedestrian footpaths, shared paths and landscaping are positioned in verge 

allocations required for relocated utilities. The width of the verges is controlled by what 

needs to be installed under the ground rather than on the surface. 

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

further investigate and define the extent of utility relocations and every effort will be 

made to minimise the verge width and the impact on adjoining properties where 

possible. 
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Business Impact Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Loss of 

business / 
trade 

Comments include: 

 A total of 14 respondents asked 

to consider leaving the 

Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market in 

place. 

 Question on accessing the 

Forresters Beach Garden 

Centre or Sand and Soil when 

travelling from Forresters 

Beach?  

 

 

The Central Coast Highway in the vicinity of the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market has a 

narrow road corridor and is constrained on the eastern side by Wamberal Lagoon 

Nature Reserve which is a National Park. The initial design avoids encroachment into 

Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve and the widening of the road occurs on the western 

side and towards the fruit shop.  

Transport has initiated direct contact with owners of properties that have been identified 

as impacted by the initial design and held confidential discussions with many of them. 

Transport will continue to investigate opportunities to minimise impact on properties 

during the next planning and design phases.    

Under the initial design, south bound traffic can access the Forresters Beach Garden 

Centre or Sand and Soil by either:  

 u-turning on the Central Coast Highway at the Ocean View Drive 

roundabout; or  

 travelling a route that uses Bellevue Road and Tumbi Road 

A u-turn facility on Tumbi Road is being investigated as part of the next phase of project 

development as detailed in the sub issue ‘Tumbi Road intersection treatment and u-turn 

facility’ above. 

 
Parking 

Comments include: 

 The extension of the 

southbound left turn lane at 

Bateau Bay Road requires the 

removal of on-street parking 

during peak hours, beside 

shops relying on passing trade.  

 

“No Stopping” arrangements are only being applied in peak hours for the southbound 

direction to maximise the efficiency of the Bateau Bay Road intersection. Parking will be 

allowed at other times. The existing angled parking within Bateau Bay Road will remain 

unchanged. 
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Active and Public  Transport Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Pedestrian 

path 
between 
Bellevue 
Road and 
Passage 

Road 
 

Comments include: 

 There were 12 responses about 

the exclusion of the footpath 

between Bellevue Road and 

Passage Road on the Western 

side of the highway 

 

 

In the initial designs, the footpath on the western side between Bellevue Road and 

Passage Road was excluded due to: 

 The topography in the area to the north of Bellevue Road requiring steep 

footpath slopes 

 The adjoining lands are undeveloped and there are no known pedestrian 

destinations required to be accessed along this section 

 The shared path on the eastern side is a viable alternative along this 

section  

 The proposed northbound bus stop midway along this section is used by 

residences almost exclusively on the eastern side and a crossing refuge 

has been included for them to access the northbound stop. 

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

further investigate if a compliant footpath design can be achieved and whether there is 

a pedestrian demand to warrant a footpath along this section.  

Location 
and extent 
of cyclist  

and shared 
path 

facilities 

Comments include: 

 Comments there are missing 

segments of on-road cycleway 

at both ends of the project. 

 A comment the on road bike 

lane doesn’t go entire length of 

project 

 Perceived increased danger to 

pedestrians and cyclists on the 

eastern side (between 

Forresters Beach Road and 

Coleridge Road) due to the 

 

The initial design includes cycle facilities to cater for all levels of cyclists. The facilities 

are generally consistent with other sections of the Central Coast Highway further south. 

The on-road cycleway is terminated on the southern side of the Cresthaven Avenue 

intersection as this is an appropriate location to transition the cycle provision off road. It 

avoids the on road cycleway through the Cresthaven Avenue roundabout by providing 

an off road shared path that connects and is consistent with the existing cycle provision 

north of Bateau Bay Road. 

A shared path has been located on the eastern side of the Central Coast Highway along 

the length of the project and aligns with existing paths at Bateau Bay Road and Tumbi 

Road which are also located on the eastern side, providing a continuous link from Erina 

to Bateau Bay. 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

path being closer with potential 

problems accessing and 

leaving driveways. 

 Footpath is much wider on the 

eastern side. The eastern side 

is more densely populated and 

houses are generally closer to 

the road. 

The pedestrian footpaths, shared paths and landscaping are positioned in verge 

allocations required for relocated utilities. The width of the verges is controlled by what 

needs to be installed under the ground rather than on the surface. 

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

examine verge widths and the design of the shared path including interfaces with 

property driveway crossings in further detail.   

 
Pedestrian 
crossings / 

cycle 
facilities 

 

Comments include: 

 A request for additional 

pedestrian crossings needed, 

particularly near bus stops on 

the highway. 

 A comment the plan is 

inadequate for cycling facilities 

as it requires cars and bikes to 

share on the same road 

surface. 

 A request to consider the option 

of a pedestrian bridge across 

the highway between 

Forresters Beach Road and 

Bellevue Road.  

 A request to consider a fence 

along the length of the central 

median between lights at 

Forresters Beach Road and 

Bellevue Road for pedestrian 

safety. 

 

The cycle provisions, footpaths and shared paths are important components of the 

design and are included to provide for and encourage safe active transport and 

pedestrian movements within and across the corridor.  

All intersections with traffic lights include signalised pedestrian crossings. Where 

possible bus facilities have been aligned to these locations.   

The Forrester Beach Road and Bellevue Road intersections have adopted traffic lights 

with signalised pedestrian crossings in recognition of the higher pedestrian and active 

transport activity which occurs at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service 

station.   

The initial design includes an off road shared path along the entire proposal length 

which provides a cycling option that separated from vehicles. 

As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will 

further examine and detail intersection treatments including provisions for pedestrians 

and cyclists, pedestrian crossings and any requirements for pedestrian fencing.    
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 A request for ‘Bike boxes’ to be 

provided at all intersection 

upgrades 

 A request for school children 

friendly crossings at the Tumbi 

and Bellevue Road 

intersections 

 
Bus bays / 

public 
transport 

Comments include: 

 Concern some bus bays are 

noted as being removed or not 

included. 

 A request to retain bus bay on 

southern side of Bellevue 

Road. 

 A request to enlarge all bus 

bays and provide shelters 

 A request to locate a bus bay 

closer to Bateau Bay Public 

School. 

 Comment a dedicated public 

transport corridor should be 

part of the highway. Space 

available allows for possibility 

of corridor located on the 

median. 

 

 

Design of bus stop locations has considered customer catchments and has been 

carried out in consultation with the local bus operator Red Bus Service. Wherever 

possible the facilities requested by Red Bus Service have been provided.  

The initial design removed the bus bay on the south side of Bellevue Road after 

consultation with Red Bus Service indicated none of their services use it.   

Transport will continue to consult with Red Bus Service as the design planning 

progresses and will specifically discuss the community feedback in relation bus stop 

locations. 

Further design and planning phases carried out by Transport will include investigation of 

details such as bus shelter provision. Considerations will include available space, 

expected numbers of passengers and waiting time at each stop.  

The size of bus bays is in accordance with design standards for the volumes of buses 

required by Red Bus Service. On the initial design all bus stops are indented so the 

whole bus width can be contained outside the carriageway edge line. 

The proposal improves the commuter experience by providing more travel time 

reliability, by freeing buses from the current congestion.  To provide dedicated bus 

lanes in the corridor is not possible without either significantly increasing the impact to 

property or forgoing one of the other transport provisions.   
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Environment Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Noise 

Comments include: 

 A resident of Sandcastle Close 

requesting sound proof fence. 

 A question about strategies that 

are in place to reduce noise. 

 

At this initial stage there are no specific details on noise impact, but it is anticipated 

some properties along the corridor may be noise impacted by the new road operation or 

during construction and treatments may be required.  

Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project 

development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental 

impact assessments will include noise impact assessments that will determine any 

impact and then the types of mitigation or safeguards that will be required. 

The noise assessment will follow Transport’s Noise Mitigation Guideline and 

Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline.    

 
Drainage / 
flooding 

Comments include: 

 Concern about impact of 

water/run off. 

 A query about Forresters Creek 

in terms of concrete culverts or 

erosion controlled revegetation 

 A question about whether the 

design will alleviate flooding 

south of Crystal Street? 

 A question about whether the 

project will address the 

incomplete drainage structure 

at Forresters Beach Retirement 

Village. 

 A question about whether the 

highway is proposed to be 

raised in the vicinity of Passage 

 

The concept designs and environmental impact assessments prepared in the next 

phase of project development and subject to public display will include local drainage 

and water quality investigations to determine any impacts and then the types of 

mitigation or safeguards that will be required.  

Flooding investigations will also be undertaken in the next phase of project development 

to establish the existing flood conditions, the impact of the proposal and the mitigation 

measures to reduce any impact to pre-existing conditions.   

Transport typically aim to not exacerbate existing flood conditions, however the flood 

investigations will also explore opportunities to cost effectively alleviate flood issues at 

locations within the proposal limits including where the Central Coast Highway crosses 

the Forresters Creek floodplain just south of Crystal Street.   

Transport is working with Central Coast Council flood management team to achieve an 

optimal solution.  The output of the flood investigations will determine road levels to be 

included in the concept designs and environmental impact assessments. 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

Road and Cresthaven Avenue 

to provide flood free access? 

 
Dust 

Comments include: 

 Resident concerns clothes will 

be unable to be hung on line 

during construction because of 

dust. 

 

Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project 

development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental 

impact assessments will examine air quality considerations and safeguards for dust 

control and other air quality issues. 

 
Animals 

Comments include: 

 Road kill is regularly cleaned up 

near the Wamberal Fresh Fruit 

Market. Could an aerial wildlife 

crossing be provided here and 

between Tumbi Road and 

Crystal Street? 

 A question about whether a 

wildlife corridor for possible 

swamp wallaby and or 

possums to cross the highway, 

or a wildlife fence along the 

boundary will be provided, 

 A question on whether studies 

of wildlife migration have been 

carried out. 

 

Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project 

development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental 

impact assessments will consider wildlife migration and include biodiversity impact 

assessments and determinations on whether ecological safeguards or mitigations such 

as fauna crossings or fencing, will be required. 

Seasonal fauna surveys to input into the future biodiversity and environmental impact 

assessments have commenced in the vicinity of the Central Coast Highway and Tumbi 

Road intersection.   

 
Wamberal 

Lagoon 

Comments include: 

 A question about how much of 

the Wamberal Lagoon Nature 

Reserve will be impacted?  

 

Transport is planning and designing the proposal to avoid encroachment within the 

Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve which is a National Park. 
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Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Trees 

Comments include: 

 Question on whether there is a 

plan to remove trees between 

Coleridge Road and the Central 

Coast Highway. 

 Comment about lack of mention 

of street trees and impact to 

existing vegetation 

 Recommendation trees be 

planted along footpaths and 

centre median. 

 

It is likely some trees immediately next to the highway will need to be removed to 

accommodate the proposed road upgrade, including the section between Coleridge 

Road / Passage Road and Cresthaven Avenue intersections. 

The concept designs and environmental impact assessments prepared in the next 

phase of project development and subject to public display will define the footprint of the 

project and the extent of clearing required. 

The environmental impact assessments will include biodiversity impact assessments 

and determinations on whether ecological safeguards or mitigations such as 

replacement plantings and offsets are required.  

The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will also detail 

landscaping in the corridor.  Generally the landscaping will attempt to continue the 

themes of the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Erina Heights but also 

respond to the unique surrounding landscape that exists along the length of the 

proposal.  

 
Power lines 

Comments include: 

 A request for power poles and 

electricity lines, particularly 

near Ocean View Estate, be 

upgraded to underground 

power lines. 

 

As a general rule, utilities are only relocated as part of Transport projects where the 

proposal disturbs those utilities.  

The extent of impact on the power lines near Ocean View Estate has not yet been 

determined.  The next phase of project development will include concept design of all 

impacted utilities and include a relocation strategy in accordance with Ausgrid and other 

utility provider requirements. 
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Construction Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Construction 

timing 

Comments include: 

 When will work start? 

 What is the duration of 

construction? 

 Where will the dedicated site 

facilities be located? 

 Project needs to be fast tracked 

 

At this stage, there is no specific timeframe for construction. This will be determined in 

the next phase of the project development once Transport has carried out further design 

and environmental impact assessments. 

The site facilities for construction will also be identified in the next phase of the project 

development and will be included in the environmental impact assessments.  

Because this is a complex project involving the upgrade of almost four kilometres of 

highway, Transport will prioritise the work and our first focus will be the Central Coast 

Highway and Tumbi Road intersection, which is one of the most congested 

intersections within the project limits.  

The concept design and environmental impact assessment for the Tumbi Road 

intersection is planned to be displayed for community and stakeholder feedback in 

2021. 

 
Impact 
during 

construction 

Comments include: 

 Concerns about safety and 

facilities on Tumbi Road during 

and post construction 

 Will Coleridge become an 

alternate route during road 

work and will it be upgraded to 

handle large volume of traffic 

including trucks, buses and 

heavy vehicles? 

 

 

Construction staging including consideration of the use of local roads, traffic and 

pedestrian management during construction will be examined in the next phases of 

project development and incorporated into the environmental impact assessments that 

will be displayed for community feedback. 
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Operation Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Speed Limit 

Comments include: 

 What will the speed limit be for 

the upgraded section? The rest 

of the highway from Wamberal 

has a lower speed limit. 

 Build speed bumps to slow 

traffic entering side roads 

where families live and children 

play. 

 Lower the speed limit with 

permanent speed cameras 

along the Forresters Beach 

stretch. 

 Will the speed limit be uniform 

or maintain a current mix? 

 

The initial designs allow for the current speed zones. As the project is developed and 

once operational the appropriateness of speed zones will be reviewed by Transport on 

an ongoing basis taking into consideration adjoining speed zones, crash rates, road 

user safety, adjoining land uses and roadside development. 

 
Heavy 

vehicles 

Comments include: 

 A question about heavy vehicle 

provision. “Is the road designed 

for B-Doubles?” 

 

The Central Coast Highway between Coleridge Road / Passage Road and Wyong Road 

is currently a designated B-double route. 

The initial designs has allowed for B-Doubles and other 26m-long heavy vehicles along 

the entire project length. 
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Local Road Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Improvemen

ts to local 
network 

Comments include: 

 Consideration to extending 

Carbeen Road to link to the 

Central Coast Highway from 

Tumbi Road 

 Are there plans for pedestrian 

lights/zebra crossings for 

families to cross Tumbi Road 

between the school and juniors 

 No footpaths on Tumbi Road 

except near the school. 

 Tumbi Road should be widened 

and include a cycle/pedestrian 

lane or a pathway on at least 

one side of the road. 

 Proposal needs to include a 

roundabout at Lea Avenue 

outside the Wamberal Public 

School. 

 Likely to be increased traffic on 

Lowanna Avenue. Concern for 

safety of school children.  

 Can 40 km/h road signs 

/warning of children playing be 

installed at Mistview Circuit. 

 

The initial design has maintained the existing arrangement for Carbeen Road and it is 

not connected to the Central Coast Highway.  This location is low lying and flood prone 

which constrains the option to provide the connection.  Given that satisfactory traffic 

performance on the network is achieved through the upgrade of the Tumbi Road 

intersection, Transport are not proposing to connect Carbeen Road to Central Coast 

Highway.    

During the ongoing development of the project, Transport will work closely with Central 

Coast Council to reduce the impact and improve safety on the local and regional roads 

that fall within Council’s responsibility. Comments relating to the road network outside 

the scope of this project will be referred to Council for consideration. 
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Cost and Other Projects Issues 

Sub issue Issues raised Transport response 

 
Overall cost 

Comments include: 

 Project cost of $100 million per 

kilometre is excessive for an 

urban road. 

 

 

The NSW Government announced $387 million for this project in March 2019. 

As Transport continues to develop the design and carry out further investigations, the 

project cost will be refined. It is expected the project will come within the announced 

figure and in all cases TfNSW is focused on delivering the project as cost effectively as 

possible whilst achieving required standards and quality. 

 
Priorities 

across the 
Central 
Coast 

Comments include: 

 This project has jumped the 

gun – the Pacific Highway 

through Wyong is more of a 

priority for an upgrade. 

 Money not well spent. 

Government should be looking 

into other projects.  

 

All comments about other projects are outside the scope of this project. The comments 

have been noted. 

Further details on the status of other TfNSW projects in the region can be found at 

https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/index.html. 

 

https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/index.html


 

3.3 Actions 

Key actions emerging from the consultation include: 

 

 Continue consultation with community and stakeholders throughout the next planning stages of 
the Central Coast Highway upgrade – Wamberal to Bateau Bay. 

 Preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact assessments incorporating the 
community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in the Transport 
responses in this Community Consultation Report. 

 Continue to provide more information about site investigations, design, impacted properties, 
delivery timeframes and construction as it becomes available. 

 Where appropriate, carry out local targeted consultation to obtain feedback on any options 
developed for local movement issues. 

 Coordinate consultation and planning with other developments proposed for the area. 

3.4 Next steps 

Transport thanks everyone who took the time to review the project materials and provide 
feedback.  

The next step for the project is preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact 
assessments for the proposal. The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will 
consider the community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in this 
Community Consultation Report. 

Additional investigations and consultation will be carried out as the project progresses and 
Transport will continue to keep the community informed. 

Given the size and complexity of the proposal, Transport is proposing to deliver the concept 
design and environmental impact assessment in parts.   

The upgrade of the intersection of the Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road will be one part 
and the remainder of the proposal will be a second part. This split will allow the Tumbi Road 
intersection upgrade to be delivered ahead of the remainder of the proposal.  

The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will be displayed for community 
and stakeholder feedback. These displays are planned in 2021 for the Tumbi Road intersection 
upgrade and in 2022 for the remainder of the proposal.     
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	1. Introduction 
	The Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay is used by around 26,500 motorists every day and subject to traffic congestion in peak traffic times. This section of the highway is typically undivided with a single lane in each direction and has limited pedestrian and cyclist facilities. The proposal to upgrade the Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay will increase capacity and improve pedestrian and cyclist facilities to cater for the growing needs of the Central Coast.   
	The proposal involves widening the Highway to two lanes in each direction between Tumbi Road, Wamberal and Bateau Bay Road, Bateau Bay including a dividing central median. It includes key intersection upgrades along the Central Coast Highway at Tumbi Road, Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage and Coleridge Roads, Cresthaven Avenue and Bateau Bay Road. 
	 
	1.1 Background 
	The NSW Government has invested $4 million to enable Transport to progress early planning for the upgrade of the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Bateau Bay. The upgrade will improve journey times and safety for all road users by widening the highway to two lanes in each direction between Wamberal and Bateau Bay and upgrading key intersections. 
	The benefits of the proposal include: 
	 
	 Improved journey times and reduced congestion between Wamberal and Bateau Bay for all road users 
	 Improved journey times and reduced congestion between Wamberal and Bateau Bay for all road users 
	 Improved journey times and reduced congestion between Wamberal and Bateau Bay for all road users 

	 Reduced delays at key intersections 
	 Reduced delays at key intersections 

	 Improved road user safety 
	 Improved road user safety 

	 Safer cycling and pedestrian facilities, particularly near intersections. 
	 Safer cycling and pedestrian facilities, particularly near intersections. 


	 
	1.2 The proposal 
	The proposal involves the widening the Highway to two lanes in each direction with a central dividing median between Wamberal and Bateau Bay. Key features of the displayed proposal include: 
	 
	Intersection upgrades 
	 
	 New traffic lights at the intersections of Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road, Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage / Coleridge Road. 
	 New traffic lights at the intersections of Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road, Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage / Coleridge Road. 
	 New traffic lights at the intersections of Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road, Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road, Passage / Coleridge Road. 

	 Modified traffic lights at the intersection of the Central Coast Highway and Bateau Bay Road. 
	 Modified traffic lights at the intersection of the Central Coast Highway and Bateau Bay Road. 

	 Cresthaven Avenue roundabout upgraded to two through lanes in both directions on the highway. 
	 Cresthaven Avenue roundabout upgraded to two through lanes in both directions on the highway. 

	 Left in – left out only intersections with the Central Coast Highway at Bakali Road, Alistair Avenue, Coleridge Road (north entry) and Lumby Drive 
	 Left in – left out only intersections with the Central Coast Highway at Bakali Road, Alistair Avenue, Coleridge Road (north entry) and Lumby Drive 

	 Upgraded seagull type intersections onto the Central Coast Highway at Whalans Road and Mistview Circuit 
	 Upgraded seagull type intersections onto the Central Coast Highway at Whalans Road and Mistview Circuit 

	 A dedicated right turn lane into Mass Parade from the Central Coast Highway with left in – left out from Mass Parade onto the Central Coast Highway. 
	 A dedicated right turn lane into Mass Parade from the Central Coast Highway with left in – left out from Mass Parade onto the Central Coast Highway. 


	 
	U-turn Facilities 
	 
	 U-turn facilities provided in Mass Parade and Bellevue Road 
	 U-turn facilities provided in Mass Parade and Bellevue Road 
	 U-turn facilities provided in Mass Parade and Bellevue Road 


	 
	Active Transport upgrades 
	 
	 3 metre wide shared path in the eastern verge of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Bateau Bay Road (3.8km) 
	 3 metre wide shared path in the eastern verge of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Bateau Bay Road (3.8km) 
	 3 metre wide shared path in the eastern verge of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Bateau Bay Road (3.8km) 

	 1.5 metre wide footpath in the western of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Bateau Bay Road, except between Bellevue Road and Passage Road (3.3km). 
	 1.5 metre wide footpath in the western of the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Bateau Bay Road, except between Bellevue Road and Passage Road (3.3km). 

	 2 metre wide on-road cycleway in both directions on the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Cresthaven Avenue.  
	 2 metre wide on-road cycleway in both directions on the Central Coast Highway between Tumbi Road and Cresthaven Avenue.  


	 
	Bus Facilities 
	 
	 New indented bus bays on Central Coast Highway north and south of the Tumbi Road intersection 
	 New indented bus bays on Central Coast Highway north and south of the Tumbi Road intersection 
	 New indented bus bays on Central Coast Highway north and south of the Tumbi Road intersection 

	 New indented bus bays on the Central Coast Highway north of Passage and Coleridge Road intersection 
	 New indented bus bays on the Central Coast Highway north of Passage and Coleridge Road intersection 

	 Existing bus bay on Tumbi Road approach removed 
	 Existing bus bay on Tumbi Road approach removed 

	 Existing bus bay on southern side of Bellevue Road removed. 
	 Existing bus bay on southern side of Bellevue Road removed. 


	 
	 
	 
	Figure
	 
	 
	 
	Figure
	2. Consultation approach 
	 
	2.1 Consultation objectives 
	Community feedback was sought on the initial design between June and July 2020. The purpose of the community consultation was to: 
	 
	 Inform community members and stakeholders about the proposed upgrade and initial design 
	 Inform community members and stakeholders about the proposed upgrade and initial design 
	 Inform community members and stakeholders about the proposed upgrade and initial design 

	 Seek comments, feedback, ideas and suggestions on the proposal from community members and stakeholders on the initial design 
	 Seek comments, feedback, ideas and suggestions on the proposal from community members and stakeholders on the initial design 

	 Continue to build a database and knowledge of community members and stakeholders for TfNSW to engage with through the ongoing development and delivery of the upgrade. 
	 Continue to build a database and knowledge of community members and stakeholders for TfNSW to engage with through the ongoing development and delivery of the upgrade. 


	 
	2.2 Values 
	The following values underpin Transport’s decisions and behaviours when working with customers, colleagues, stakeholders and partners: 
	 
	 Customer focus - we place the customer at the centre of everything we do 
	 Customer focus - we place the customer at the centre of everything we do 
	 Customer focus - we place the customer at the centre of everything we do 

	 Collaboration - we value each other and create better outcomes by working together 
	 Collaboration - we value each other and create better outcomes by working together 

	 Solutions - we deliver sustainable and innovative solutions to NSW’s transport needs 
	 Solutions - we deliver sustainable and innovative solutions to NSW’s transport needs 

	 Integrity - we take responsibility and communicate openly 
	 Integrity - we take responsibility and communicate openly 

	 Safety - we prioritise safety for our people and our customers. 
	 Safety - we prioritise safety for our people and our customers. 


	 
	2.3 Consultation method 
	Feedback was sought from the community between 3 June and 10 July 2020 on the initial design of the proposal. 
	A community update outlining the proposal was distributed to more than 6,800 households and businesses in the Wamberal, Forresters Beach, Tumbi Umbi and Bateau Bay areas. Community members were encouraged to provide feedback by mail, email or phone contact with the project team. 
	Due to Covid-19 restrictions on face-to-face community engagement, Transport held a Facebook Live event on 3 July 2020 instead of a community drop in session. This session had a total reach of 27,680 people. 
	Owners of directly impacted adjacent properties were written to directly and offered video conference with the project team.  
	A total of 33 meetings were held with property owners, with 15 not supportive of any type of acquisition, 14 neutral and four positive about the project and with no objections. These meetings were carried out via Zoom or Microsoft Teams, or on the phone with a members of the project team including a property manager. 
	Transport also individually briefed Central Coast Council and Red Bus Service.  
	 
	 
	 
	3. Consultation Summary 
	3.1 Overview 
	Transport received a total of 223 submissions during the consultation between 3 June and 10 July 2020. We acknowledged all written comments and spoke to respondents who directly phoned the project team.   
	Along with a number of suggestions about the initial plans, there was general support for the project with the community welcoming the proposal to widen the road to two lanes in each direction to improve safety and traffic flow. The general consensus among the positive community feedback was the proposal was long overdue. There was also support for improved pedestrian safety and active transport via the shared and pedestrian pathways. 
	Issues raised by the community during the consultation fell into the following categories: 
	 
	 Design 
	 Design 
	 Design 

	 Property impact 
	 Property impact 

	 Business impact 
	 Business impact 

	 Active and public transport 
	 Active and public transport 

	 Environment 
	 Environment 

	 Construction  
	 Construction  

	 Operation 
	 Operation 

	 Local roads 
	 Local roads 

	 Cost and other projects. 
	 Cost and other projects. 


	The sub issues attracting most attention were: 
	 
	Design 
	 
	 The number of traffic lights across the 3.8 kilometre route – 36 responses 
	 The number of traffic lights across the 3.8 kilometre route – 36 responses 
	 The number of traffic lights across the 3.8 kilometre route – 36 responses 

	 The intersection treatment and access out of Whalans Road – 21 responses 
	 The intersection treatment and access out of Whalans Road – 21 responses 

	 No u-turn facility at Tumbi Road  - 15 responses 
	 No u-turn facility at Tumbi Road  - 15 responses 

	 The intersection treatment and access out of Mistview Circuit – 14 responses. 
	 The intersection treatment and access out of Mistview Circuit – 14 responses. 


	 
	Property Impact 
	 
	 Objection to property acquisitions  – 15 responses 
	 Objection to property acquisitions  – 15 responses 
	 Objection to property acquisitions  – 15 responses 


	 
	Business Impact 
	 
	 Future of Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market – 14 responses  
	 Future of Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market – 14 responses  
	 Future of Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market – 14 responses  


	 
	Active and Public Transport 
	 
	 Exclusion of the pedestrian pathway between Bellevue Road and Passage Road – 12 responses 
	 Exclusion of the pedestrian pathway between Bellevue Road and Passage Road – 12 responses 
	 Exclusion of the pedestrian pathway between Bellevue Road and Passage Road – 12 responses 


	 
	The table in Section 3.2 provides further detail on the issues raised by the community and stakeholders and the response from Transport. 
	 
	 
	3.2 Responses Summary 
	 
	The table below outlines the issues raised in community and stakeholder submissions and the response from Transport.  Unless otherwise stated, the comments in the table had three comments or less. 
	 
	Design Issues 
	Table
	TR
	TH
	Span
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	Issues raised 
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	Transport for NSW response 
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	Traffic lights 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of 36 respondents said there were too many traffic lights. Traffic lights at Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road and Passage/Coleridge Road will hold up traffic. 
	 A total of 36 respondents said there were too many traffic lights. Traffic lights at Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road and Passage/Coleridge Road will hold up traffic. 
	 A total of 36 respondents said there were too many traffic lights. Traffic lights at Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road and Passage/Coleridge Road will hold up traffic. 

	 A preference for roundabouts at some intersections was communicated, including Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road. 
	 A preference for roundabouts at some intersections was communicated, including Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road. 



	 
	 
	Traffic modelling was carried out as part of the initial design to examine options for traffic lights and roundabouts at various intersections.  The traffic modelling confirmed the proposed intersection treatments achieve satisfactory traffic performance across the next 20 years accounting for traffic growth. 
	The traffic modelling indicated traffic lights were required at the Central Coast Highway intersections with Tumbi Road, Passage / Coleridge Road and Bateau Bay Road to achieve satisfactory traffic performance. Roundabouts at these intersections did not meet the required traffic performance levels. 
	At the Central Coast Highway intersections with Crystal Street, Forresters Beach Road, Bellevue Road and Cresthaven Avenue, the traffic modelling indicated these intersections would operate at acceptable traffic performance levels as either dual lane roundabouts or traffic lights. Given either treatment was technically feasible at these intersections, other considerations such as safe pedestrian crossings in areas of higher foot traffic and footprint impact on adjoining properties, infrastructure and enviro
	Traffic lights were adopted at the Crystal Street intersection as this treatment required a smaller footprint than a dual lane roundabout.  The footprint of a dual lane roundabout had significant impact on adjoining water and wastewater infrastructure and additional impact on the adjoining Carbeen Reserve. 
	Traffic lights were adopted at the Forresters Beach Road intersection and the Bellevue Road intersection as these treatments provide: 
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	 Safer pedestrian and active transport crossing facilities at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service station that generate higher pedestrian and active transport users  
	 Safer pedestrian and active transport crossing facilities at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service station that generate higher pedestrian and active transport users  
	 Safer pedestrian and active transport crossing facilities at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service station that generate higher pedestrian and active transport users  
	 Safer pedestrian and active transport crossing facilities at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service station that generate higher pedestrian and active transport users  

	 A smaller footprint that has less impact on adjoining residential and commercial properties.    
	 A smaller footprint that has less impact on adjoining residential and commercial properties.    


	A dual lane roundabout was selected at the Cresthaven Avenue intersection as this location has sufficient space to accommodate the larger footprint of a dual lane roundabout. The dual lane roundabout also provides u-turn functionality at this location which traffic lights do not provide.     
	Transport proposes to maintain the key intersection treatments as shown on the initial designs. 
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	Whalans Road intersection treatment 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of 21 comments were received and critical of the layout of the Whalans Road intersection including:  
	 A total of 21 comments were received and critical of the layout of the Whalans Road intersection including:  
	 A total of 21 comments were received and critical of the layout of the Whalans Road intersection including:  


	 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 

	o Preference for a roundabout or traffic lights  
	o Preference for a roundabout or traffic lights  


	 Investigate widening service road near Whalans Road. 
	 Investigate widening service road near Whalans Road. 


	 

	 
	 
	Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform the type of intersection upgrade at Whalans Road. The traffic volumes into and out of Whalans Road do not warrant traffic lights or a roundabout at this intersection. The traffic modelling confirmed the proposed seagull type intersection treatment will achieve satisfactory traffic performance. 
	In addition, the provision of traffic lights or a roundabout at Whalans Road is problematic due to: 
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    

	 The adjacent steep topography and the footprint requirements of a dual lane roundabout would result in significant property impact at this location 
	 The adjacent steep topography and the footprint requirements of a dual lane roundabout would result in significant property impact at this location 

	 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 
	 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 


	The proposed seagull type intersection at Whalans Road has been designed to current standards and has maintained all current turning movements at this 
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	intersection.  The design provides additional features that do not currently exist at Whalans Road including: 
	intersection.  The design provides additional features that do not currently exist at Whalans Road including: 
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Whalans Road and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Whalans Road.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about five times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Whalans Road and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Whalans Road.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about five times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Whalans Road and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Whalans Road.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about five times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  

	 The existing crest on the Central Coast Highway to the south of Whalans Road has been lowered to improve sight distance for the northbound merge 
	 The existing crest on the Central Coast Highway to the south of Whalans Road has been lowered to improve sight distance for the northbound merge 

	 The proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road and Passage / Coleridge Road will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn in and out of Whalans Road. 
	 The proposed traffic lights at Bellevue Road and Passage / Coleridge Road will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn in and out of Whalans Road. 


	Transport proposes to maintain the layout of Whalans Road intersection as shown on the initial designs. Improvements to the service roads in the vicinity of Whalans Road will be considered during the preparation of the concept designs in the next phase of project development. 
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	Tumbi Road intersection treatment and u-turn facility  

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of 15 respondents requested a u-turn option at Wamberal for motorists who currently use Tumbi Road roundabout to u-turn to avoid inconvenient detours 
	 A total of 15 respondents requested a u-turn option at Wamberal for motorists who currently use Tumbi Road roundabout to u-turn to avoid inconvenient detours 
	 A total of 15 respondents requested a u-turn option at Wamberal for motorists who currently use Tumbi Road roundabout to u-turn to avoid inconvenient detours 

	 Request for provisions including: 
	 Request for provisions including: 


	 
	o Extension of the left turn lane all the way back to the school or Carbeen Road 
	o Extension of the left turn lane all the way back to the school or Carbeen Road 
	o Extension of the left turn lane all the way back to the school or Carbeen Road 
	o Extension of the left turn lane all the way back to the school or Carbeen Road 




	 
	 
	Transport acknowledges the replacement of the existing Tumbi Road roundabout with traffic lights will result in the loss of u-turn provision at this location which may lead to local detours for some road users.  
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, TfNSW will further investigate the u-turn functionality at the Tumbi Road intersection. These investigations will consider the current traffic volumes making the u-turn movements, the origin of these trips and the extent of local detours.  
	Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform the type of intersection treatment at Tumbi Road. Traffic lights were determined the most appropriate treatment to provide satisfactory traffic performance for at least 20 years. The number of lanes and the length of the turning bays at the intersection approaches have been sized to provide for current and future traffic volumes. 
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	o An underpass/overpass or traffic separation at Tumbi Road. 
	o An underpass/overpass or traffic separation at Tumbi Road. 
	o An underpass/overpass or traffic separation at Tumbi Road. 
	o An underpass/overpass or traffic separation at Tumbi Road. 
	o An underpass/overpass or traffic separation at Tumbi Road. 




	A grade separated treatment at Tumbi Road would require significantly more investment and impact on property including encroachment into the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve which is a National Park.  This type of treatment is considered an over investment given the traffic analysis is indicating traffic lights provide sufficient capacity. 
	A grade separated treatment at Tumbi Road would require significantly more investment and impact on property including encroachment into the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve which is a National Park.  This type of treatment is considered an over investment given the traffic analysis is indicating traffic lights provide sufficient capacity. 
	Transport propose to maintain traffic lights as the design solution at Tumbi Road intersection. As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will investigate u-turn functionality as noted above.  
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	Mistview Circuit intersection treatment 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of 14 comments were received about Mistview Circuit including: 
	 A total of 14 comments were received about Mistview Circuit including: 
	 A total of 14 comments were received about Mistview Circuit including: 


	 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 
	o Perceived difficulty turning out onto the upgraded highway across multiple lanes 

	o Preference for a  roundabout or traffic lights  
	o Preference for a  roundabout or traffic lights  


	 Consideration of reconfiguration of the intersection of Mistview Circuit and the Forresters Beach Retirement Village entry.  
	 Consideration of reconfiguration of the intersection of Mistview Circuit and the Forresters Beach Retirement Village entry.  


	 

	 
	 
	Traffic counts and traffic modelling were carried out as part of the initial design to inform the type of intersection treatment at Mistview Circuit. The traffic volumes into and out of Mistview Circuit do not warrant traffic lights or a roundabout at this intersection. The traffic modelling confirmed the proposed seagull type intersection treatment will achieve satisfactory traffic performance. 
	In addition, the provision of traffic lights or a roundabout at Mistview Circuit is problematic due to: 
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    
	 Incompatibility with the proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road which are in close proximity    

	 The footprint requirements of a dual lane roundabout would result in significant property impact at this location 
	 The footprint requirements of a dual lane roundabout would result in significant property impact at this location 

	 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 
	 The additional stops these intersection types would impose on through traffic on the Central Coast Highway. 


	The proposed seagull type intersection at Mistview Circuit has been designed to current standards and has maintained all current turning movements at this intersection.  The design provides additional features that do not currently exist at Mistview Circuit including: 
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Mistview Circuit 
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Mistview Circuit 
	 Sheltered bays to provide protection for the right turn into Mistview Circuit 
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	and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Mistview Circuit.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about three times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  
	and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Mistview Circuit.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about three times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  
	and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Mistview Circuit.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about three times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  
	and the north bound merge for traffic turning right from Mistview Circuit.  The sheltered acceleration bay is about three times longer than the existing bay to help with the northbound merge  

	 The proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn in and out of Mistview Circuit. 
	 The proposed traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road will provide gaps in the traffic at regular intervals to assist with the right turn in and out of Mistview Circuit. 

	 A turning area has been provided in Bellevue Road near the service station. This facility can be used by residents from Mistview Circuit and Forresters Beach Retirement Village to turn right onto the highway at the Bellevue Road traffic lights as an alternative to turning right out of Mistview Circuit. 
	 A turning area has been provided in Bellevue Road near the service station. This facility can be used by residents from Mistview Circuit and Forresters Beach Retirement Village to turn right onto the highway at the Bellevue Road traffic lights as an alternative to turning right out of Mistview Circuit. 


	Transport proposes to maintain the layout of Central Coast Highway and Mistview Circuit intersection as shown on the initial designs. 
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, TfNSW will explore options at the Mistview Circuit and the Forresters Beach Retirement Village entry to establish if a safe alternative arrangement is possible. This may include further targeted consultation with local residents. 
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	Cresthaven Avenue intersection treatment 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Retaining/upgrading this roundabout will result in long queues which already exist during peak. 
	 Retaining/upgrading this roundabout will result in long queues which already exist during peak. 
	 Retaining/upgrading this roundabout will result in long queues which already exist during peak. 

	 Concerns Cresthaven will continue operating as roundabout. 
	 Concerns Cresthaven will continue operating as roundabout. 

	 A total of six comments suggested this intersection operate as a roundabout with traffic lights for motorists 
	 A total of six comments suggested this intersection operate as a roundabout with traffic lights for motorists 



	 
	 
	The existing single lane roundabout at Cresthaven Avenue is upgraded to two through lanes in both directions on the highway. 
	Traffic modelling was carried out as part of the initial design and confirmed the intersection of Cresthaven Avenue will perform at acceptable levels as a dual lane roundabout without traffic signals.  
	Metered roundabouts with traffic lights on approaches are usually a short-term non-standard solution rather than a planned outcome of a major upgrade. 
	Transport proposes to maintain the initial design for the Cresthaven Avenue intersection as a dual lane roundabout.  
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	travelling south and turning right into Cresthaven. 
	travelling south and turning right into Cresthaven. 
	travelling south and turning right into Cresthaven. 
	travelling south and turning right into Cresthaven. 
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	Bellevue Road turning facility 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 The planned turnaround near Caltex is not needed as the nearby retirement village has three entry/exit gates. This will adversely affect Bellevue residents with additional travel time. 
	 The planned turnaround near Caltex is not needed as the nearby retirement village has three entry/exit gates. This will adversely affect Bellevue residents with additional travel time. 
	 The planned turnaround near Caltex is not needed as the nearby retirement village has three entry/exit gates. This will adversely affect Bellevue residents with additional travel time. 


	 

	 
	 
	The turning area in Bellevue Road provides turning facility for a number of residents in the locality. It provides a turning facility for residences on the eastern side of the highway between Coleridge Road and Alistair Avenue. It also provides an alternative way for residents in Mistview Circuit, Forresters Beach Retirement Village and Whalans Road to turn right onto the Central Coast Highway at traffic lights.   
	The turning area has been designed as a minor road link between Bellevue Road and Longs Road.  Bellevue Road through traffic will have right of way and will not be delayed by vehicles using this turning area. 
	Transport proposes to maintain the turning area in Bellevue Road. 
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	Service road north of Bakali Road and u-turn between Bakali Road and Forresters Beach Road 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A question about whether the service road will be included in final design or will properties currently using this access road have direct access to Central Coast Highway. 
	 A question about whether the service road will be included in final design or will properties currently using this access road have direct access to Central Coast Highway. 
	 A question about whether the service road will be included in final design or will properties currently using this access road have direct access to Central Coast Highway. 

	 Recommendation to consider potential for turning bay into Apollo Resort to become a u-turn facility for residents on the western side between Bakali and Forresters Beach Road. 
	 Recommendation to consider potential for turning bay into Apollo Resort to become a u-turn facility for residents on the western side between Bakali and Forresters Beach Road. 


	 

	 
	 
	Under the initial designs, the parallel service road on the western side of the highway just north of Bakali Road is retained but modified. The service road length is reduced. It will no longer connect to Bakali Road and will be accessed from the highway northbound carriageway only. In most cases, residents will continue have access via the service road.  There are some residences who will not be able to access the shortened access road and will be provided direct access to the highway. 
	As part of the next phase of project development, TfNSW will carry out additional investigation and design to define the extent of the service road modifications and residential access arrangements in this area.   
	TfNSW acknowledge the replacement of the existing Crystal Street roundabout with traffic lights will result in the loss of southbound u-turn provision for residences between Bakali Road and Forresters Beach Road and will require local detours.   
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will further investigate the options for access to residences between Bakali Road and Foresters Beach Road when travelling southbound on the Central Coast Highway.   
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	Alistair Avenue intersection treatment 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of three comments were received from residents requesting Alistair Avenue be closed to the highway by installing a cul-de-sac rather than the proposed left turn only. 
	 A total of three comments were received from residents requesting Alistair Avenue be closed to the highway by installing a cul-de-sac rather than the proposed left turn only. 
	 A total of three comments were received from residents requesting Alistair Avenue be closed to the highway by installing a cul-de-sac rather than the proposed left turn only. 

	 A request for right in and right out of Alistair Avenue to be maintained. 
	 A request for right in and right out of Alistair Avenue to be maintained. 



	 
	 
	Under the initial design, the Alistair Avenue intersection is a left in – left out only intersection. Right in and right out of Alistair Avenue is not feasible given the proximity of this intersection to the traffic lights at Forresters Beach Road.    
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will investigate options and consult with Central Coast Council on the suggestion to cul-de-sac Alistair Avenue. These investigations may include further targeted consultation with local residents. 
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	Median strip 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	  A comment the project is incomplete with respect to the median strip, which should extend to Eastern Road, and not stop at Bateau Bay Road. 
	  A comment the project is incomplete with respect to the median strip, which should extend to Eastern Road, and not stop at Bateau Bay Road. 
	  A comment the project is incomplete with respect to the median strip, which should extend to Eastern Road, and not stop at Bateau Bay Road. 

	 A question whether the 1.8 wide median includes a full length safety barrier to mitigate risks of head on crashes. 
	 A question whether the 1.8 wide median includes a full length safety barrier to mitigate risks of head on crashes. 

	 A request to consider a wire rope barrier south of Crystal Street. 
	 A request to consider a wire rope barrier south of Crystal Street. 



	 
	 
	The scope of the proposal is defined as starting at Tumbi Road, Wamberal and ending at Bateau Bay Road, Bateau Bay. Opportunities to improve the highway further north are acknowledged and these may be considered for future projects subject to wider priority across the region and state. 
	The width and the treatment type for the central median will be examined by Transport as part of concept design in the next phase of project development. Along the proposal length, there are different traffic environments and crash characteristics so treatment will likely vary. Road user safety will be a primary concern during the ongoing development. 
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	Property Acquisition 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 15 objections to acquisitions 
	 15 objections to acquisitions 
	 15 objections to acquisitions 

	 What compensation am I entitled to? 
	 What compensation am I entitled to? 


	 

	 
	 
	Property owners identified as directly affected by the initial designs have all been notified and offered individual consultation by video call or telephone. Transport’s project team and property officers have carried out initial confidential discussions with all owners who accepted an invitation and further consultation is planned as the project progresses.  
	Transport will continue to work with affected property owners as the project progresses and aims to minimise impact as much as possible. This will include efforts to minimise the width of the typical cross-sections wherever possible. 
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	Property impacts from verge widths 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A question about why to the footpaths/shared paths have to be so wide and necessitating acquisition. 
	 A question about why to the footpaths/shared paths have to be so wide and necessitating acquisition. 
	 A question about why to the footpaths/shared paths have to be so wide and necessitating acquisition. 

	 A request that the shared pathway on eastern side be reduced by 1.5 metres to reduce impact to properties. 
	 A request that the shared pathway on eastern side be reduced by 1.5 metres to reduce impact to properties. 



	 
	 
	The pedestrian footpaths, shared paths and landscaping are positioned in verge allocations required for relocated utilities. The width of the verges is controlled by what needs to be installed under the ground rather than on the surface. 
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will further investigate and define the extent of utility relocations and every effort will be made to minimise the verge width and the impact on adjoining properties where possible. 
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	Loss of business / trade 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A total of 14 respondents asked to consider leaving the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market in place. 
	 A total of 14 respondents asked to consider leaving the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market in place. 
	 A total of 14 respondents asked to consider leaving the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market in place. 

	 Question on accessing the Forresters Beach Garden Centre or Sand and Soil when travelling from Forresters Beach?  
	 Question on accessing the Forresters Beach Garden Centre or Sand and Soil when travelling from Forresters Beach?  


	 

	 
	 
	The Central Coast Highway in the vicinity of the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market has a narrow road corridor and is constrained on the eastern side by Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve which is a National Park. The initial design avoids encroachment into Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve and the widening of the road occurs on the western side and towards the fruit shop.  
	Transport has initiated direct contact with owners of properties that have been identified as impacted by the initial design and held confidential discussions with many of them. Transport will continue to investigate opportunities to minimise impact on properties during the next planning and design phases.    
	Under the initial design, south bound traffic can access the Forresters Beach Garden Centre or Sand and Soil by either:  
	 u-turning on the Central Coast Highway at the Ocean View Drive roundabout; or  
	 u-turning on the Central Coast Highway at the Ocean View Drive roundabout; or  
	 u-turning on the Central Coast Highway at the Ocean View Drive roundabout; or  

	 travelling a route that uses Bellevue Road and Tumbi Road 
	 travelling a route that uses Bellevue Road and Tumbi Road 


	A u-turn facility on Tumbi Road is being investigated as part of the next phase of project development as detailed in the sub issue ‘Tumbi Road intersection treatment and u-turn facility’ above. 
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	Parking 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 The extension of the southbound left turn lane at Bateau Bay Road requires the removal of on-street parking during peak hours, beside shops relying on passing trade.  
	 The extension of the southbound left turn lane at Bateau Bay Road requires the removal of on-street parking during peak hours, beside shops relying on passing trade.  
	 The extension of the southbound left turn lane at Bateau Bay Road requires the removal of on-street parking during peak hours, beside shops relying on passing trade.  



	 
	 
	“No Stopping” arrangements are only being applied in peak hours for the southbound direction to maximise the efficiency of the Bateau Bay Road intersection. Parking will be allowed at other times. The existing angled parking within Bateau Bay Road will remain unchanged. 
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	Pedestrian path between Bellevue Road and Passage Road 
	 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 There were 12 responses about the exclusion of the footpath between Bellevue Road and Passage Road on the Western side of the highway 
	 There were 12 responses about the exclusion of the footpath between Bellevue Road and Passage Road on the Western side of the highway 
	 There were 12 responses about the exclusion of the footpath between Bellevue Road and Passage Road on the Western side of the highway 


	 

	 
	 
	In the initial designs, the footpath on the western side between Bellevue Road and Passage Road was excluded due to: 
	 The topography in the area to the north of Bellevue Road requiring steep footpath slopes 
	 The topography in the area to the north of Bellevue Road requiring steep footpath slopes 
	 The topography in the area to the north of Bellevue Road requiring steep footpath slopes 

	 The adjoining lands are undeveloped and there are no known pedestrian destinations required to be accessed along this section 
	 The adjoining lands are undeveloped and there are no known pedestrian destinations required to be accessed along this section 

	 The shared path on the eastern side is a viable alternative along this section  
	 The shared path on the eastern side is a viable alternative along this section  

	 The proposed northbound bus stop midway along this section is used by residences almost exclusively on the eastern side and a crossing refuge has been included for them to access the northbound stop. 
	 The proposed northbound bus stop midway along this section is used by residences almost exclusively on the eastern side and a crossing refuge has been included for them to access the northbound stop. 


	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will further investigate if a compliant footpath design can be achieved and whether there is a pedestrian demand to warrant a footpath along this section.  
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	Location and extent of cyclist  and shared path facilities 
	Location and extent of cyclist  and shared path facilities 
	Location and extent of cyclist  and shared path facilities 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Comments there are missing segments of on-road cycleway at both ends of the project. 
	 Comments there are missing segments of on-road cycleway at both ends of the project. 
	 Comments there are missing segments of on-road cycleway at both ends of the project. 

	 A comment the on road bike lane doesn’t go entire length of project 
	 A comment the on road bike lane doesn’t go entire length of project 

	 Perceived increased danger to pedestrians and cyclists on the eastern side (between Forresters Beach Road and Coleridge Road) due to the 
	 Perceived increased danger to pedestrians and cyclists on the eastern side (between Forresters Beach Road and Coleridge Road) due to the 



	 
	 
	The initial design includes cycle facilities to cater for all levels of cyclists. The facilities are generally consistent with other sections of the Central Coast Highway further south. The on-road cycleway is terminated on the southern side of the Cresthaven Avenue intersection as this is an appropriate location to transition the cycle provision off road. It avoids the on road cycleway through the Cresthaven Avenue roundabout by providing an off road shared path that connects and is consistent with the exi
	A shared path has been located on the eastern side of the Central Coast Highway along the length of the project and aligns with existing paths at Bateau Bay Road and Tumbi Road which are also located on the eastern side, providing a continuous link from Erina to Bateau Bay. 
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	path being closer with potential problems accessing and leaving driveways. 
	path being closer with potential problems accessing and leaving driveways. 
	path being closer with potential problems accessing and leaving driveways. 
	path being closer with potential problems accessing and leaving driveways. 

	 Footpath is much wider on the eastern side. The eastern side is more densely populated and houses are generally closer to the road. 
	 Footpath is much wider on the eastern side. The eastern side is more densely populated and houses are generally closer to the road. 



	The pedestrian footpaths, shared paths and landscaping are positioned in verge allocations required for relocated utilities. The width of the verges is controlled by what needs to be installed under the ground rather than on the surface. 
	The pedestrian footpaths, shared paths and landscaping are positioned in verge allocations required for relocated utilities. The width of the verges is controlled by what needs to be installed under the ground rather than on the surface. 
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will examine verge widths and the design of the shared path including interfaces with property driveway crossings in further detail.   
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	Pedestrian crossings / cycle facilities 
	 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A request for additional pedestrian crossings needed, particularly near bus stops on the highway. 
	 A request for additional pedestrian crossings needed, particularly near bus stops on the highway. 
	 A request for additional pedestrian crossings needed, particularly near bus stops on the highway. 

	 A comment the plan is inadequate for cycling facilities as it requires cars and bikes to share on the same road surface. 
	 A comment the plan is inadequate for cycling facilities as it requires cars and bikes to share on the same road surface. 

	 A request to consider the option of a pedestrian bridge across the highway between Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road.  
	 A request to consider the option of a pedestrian bridge across the highway between Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road.  

	 A request to consider a fence along the length of the central median between lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road for pedestrian safety. 
	 A request to consider a fence along the length of the central median between lights at Forresters Beach Road and Bellevue Road for pedestrian safety. 



	 
	 
	The cycle provisions, footpaths and shared paths are important components of the design and are included to provide for and encourage safe active transport and pedestrian movements within and across the corridor.  
	All intersections with traffic lights include signalised pedestrian crossings. Where possible bus facilities have been aligned to these locations.   
	The Forrester Beach Road and Bellevue Road intersections have adopted traffic lights with signalised pedestrian crossings in recognition of the higher pedestrian and active transport activity which occurs at Forresters Beach shops and the Caltex service station.   
	The initial design includes an off road shared path along the entire proposal length which provides a cycling option that separated from vehicles. 
	As part of the concept design in the next phase of project development, Transport will further examine and detail intersection treatments including provisions for pedestrians and cyclists, pedestrian crossings and any requirements for pedestrian fencing.    
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	 A request for ‘Bike boxes’ to be provided at all intersection upgrades 
	 A request for ‘Bike boxes’ to be provided at all intersection upgrades 
	 A request for ‘Bike boxes’ to be provided at all intersection upgrades 
	 A request for ‘Bike boxes’ to be provided at all intersection upgrades 

	 A request for school children friendly crossings at the Tumbi and Bellevue Road intersections 
	 A request for school children friendly crossings at the Tumbi and Bellevue Road intersections 
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	Bus bays / public transport 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Concern some bus bays are noted as being removed or not included. 
	 Concern some bus bays are noted as being removed or not included. 
	 Concern some bus bays are noted as being removed or not included. 

	 A request to retain bus bay on southern side of Bellevue Road. 
	 A request to retain bus bay on southern side of Bellevue Road. 

	 A request to enlarge all bus bays and provide shelters 
	 A request to enlarge all bus bays and provide shelters 

	 A request to locate a bus bay closer to Bateau Bay Public School. 
	 A request to locate a bus bay closer to Bateau Bay Public School. 

	 Comment a dedicated public transport corridor should be part of the highway. Space available allows for possibility of corridor located on the median. 
	 Comment a dedicated public transport corridor should be part of the highway. Space available allows for possibility of corridor located on the median. 


	 

	 
	 
	Design of bus stop locations has considered customer catchments and has been carried out in consultation with the local bus operator Red Bus Service. Wherever possible the facilities requested by Red Bus Service have been provided.  
	The initial design removed the bus bay on the south side of Bellevue Road after consultation with Red Bus Service indicated none of their services use it.   
	Transport will continue to consult with Red Bus Service as the design planning progresses and will specifically discuss the community feedback in relation bus stop locations. 
	Further design and planning phases carried out by Transport will include investigation of details such as bus shelter provision. Considerations will include available space, expected numbers of passengers and waiting time at each stop.  
	The size of bus bays is in accordance with design standards for the volumes of buses required by Red Bus Service. On the initial design all bus stops are indented so the whole bus width can be contained outside the carriageway edge line. 
	The proposal improves the commuter experience by providing more travel time reliability, by freeing buses from the current congestion.  To provide dedicated bus lanes in the corridor is not possible without either significantly increasing the impact to property or forgoing one of the other transport provisions.   
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	Noise 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A resident of Sandcastle Close requesting sound proof fence. 
	 A resident of Sandcastle Close requesting sound proof fence. 
	 A resident of Sandcastle Close requesting sound proof fence. 

	 A question about strategies that are in place to reduce noise. 
	 A question about strategies that are in place to reduce noise. 



	 
	 
	At this initial stage there are no specific details on noise impact, but it is anticipated some properties along the corridor may be noise impacted by the new road operation or during construction and treatments may be required.  
	Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental impact assessments will include noise impact assessments that will determine any impact and then the types of mitigation or safeguards that will be required. 
	The noise assessment will follow Transport’s Noise Mitigation Guideline and Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline.    
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	Drainage / flooding 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Concern about impact of water/run off. 
	 Concern about impact of water/run off. 
	 Concern about impact of water/run off. 

	 A query about Forresters Creek in terms of concrete culverts or erosion controlled revegetation 
	 A query about Forresters Creek in terms of concrete culverts or erosion controlled revegetation 

	 A question about whether the design will alleviate flooding south of Crystal Street? 
	 A question about whether the design will alleviate flooding south of Crystal Street? 

	 A question about whether the project will address the incomplete drainage structure at Forresters Beach Retirement Village. 
	 A question about whether the project will address the incomplete drainage structure at Forresters Beach Retirement Village. 

	 A question about whether the highway is proposed to be raised in the vicinity of Passage 
	 A question about whether the highway is proposed to be raised in the vicinity of Passage 



	 
	 
	The concept designs and environmental impact assessments prepared in the next phase of project development and subject to public display will include local drainage and water quality investigations to determine any impacts and then the types of mitigation or safeguards that will be required.  
	Flooding investigations will also be undertaken in the next phase of project development to establish the existing flood conditions, the impact of the proposal and the mitigation measures to reduce any impact to pre-existing conditions.   
	Transport typically aim to not exacerbate existing flood conditions, however the flood investigations will also explore opportunities to cost effectively alleviate flood issues at locations within the proposal limits including where the Central Coast Highway crosses the Forresters Creek floodplain just south of Crystal Street.   
	Transport is working with Central Coast Council flood management team to achieve an optimal solution.  The output of the flood investigations will determine road levels to be included in the concept designs and environmental impact assessments. 
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	Road and Cresthaven Avenue to provide flood free access? 
	Road and Cresthaven Avenue to provide flood free access? 
	Road and Cresthaven Avenue to provide flood free access? 
	Road and Cresthaven Avenue to provide flood free access? 
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	Dust 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Resident concerns clothes will be unable to be hung on line during construction because of dust. 
	 Resident concerns clothes will be unable to be hung on line during construction because of dust. 
	 Resident concerns clothes will be unable to be hung on line during construction because of dust. 



	 
	 
	Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental impact assessments will examine air quality considerations and safeguards for dust control and other air quality issues. 
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	Animals 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Road kill is regularly cleaned up near the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market. Could an aerial wildlife crossing be provided here and between Tumbi Road and Crystal Street? 
	 Road kill is regularly cleaned up near the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market. Could an aerial wildlife crossing be provided here and between Tumbi Road and Crystal Street? 
	 Road kill is regularly cleaned up near the Wamberal Fresh Fruit Market. Could an aerial wildlife crossing be provided here and between Tumbi Road and Crystal Street? 

	 A question about whether a wildlife corridor for possible swamp wallaby and or possums to cross the highway, or a wildlife fence along the boundary will be provided, 
	 A question about whether a wildlife corridor for possible swamp wallaby and or possums to cross the highway, or a wildlife fence along the boundary will be provided, 

	 A question on whether studies of wildlife migration have been carried out. 
	 A question on whether studies of wildlife migration have been carried out. 



	 
	 
	Environmental impact assessments will be prepared in the next phase of project development and will be displayed for community feedback. These environmental impact assessments will consider wildlife migration and include biodiversity impact assessments and determinations on whether ecological safeguards or mitigations such as fauna crossings or fencing, will be required. 
	Seasonal fauna surveys to input into the future biodiversity and environmental impact assessments have commenced in the vicinity of the Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road intersection.   
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	Wamberal Lagoon 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A question about how much of the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve will be impacted?  
	 A question about how much of the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve will be impacted?  
	 A question about how much of the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve will be impacted?  



	 
	 
	Transport is planning and designing the proposal to avoid encroachment within the Wamberal Lagoon Nature Reserve which is a National Park. 
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	Trees 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Question on whether there is a plan to remove trees between Coleridge Road and the Central Coast Highway. 
	 Question on whether there is a plan to remove trees between Coleridge Road and the Central Coast Highway. 
	 Question on whether there is a plan to remove trees between Coleridge Road and the Central Coast Highway. 

	 Comment about lack of mention of street trees and impact to existing vegetation 
	 Comment about lack of mention of street trees and impact to existing vegetation 

	 Recommendation trees be planted along footpaths and centre median. 
	 Recommendation trees be planted along footpaths and centre median. 



	 
	 
	It is likely some trees immediately next to the highway will need to be removed to accommodate the proposed road upgrade, including the section between Coleridge Road / Passage Road and Cresthaven Avenue intersections. 
	The concept designs and environmental impact assessments prepared in the next phase of project development and subject to public display will define the footprint of the project and the extent of clearing required. 
	The environmental impact assessments will include biodiversity impact assessments and determinations on whether ecological safeguards or mitigations such as replacement plantings and offsets are required.  
	The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will also detail landscaping in the corridor.  Generally the landscaping will attempt to continue the themes of the Central Coast Highway between Wamberal and Erina Heights but also respond to the unique surrounding landscape that exists along the length of the proposal.  
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	Power lines 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A request for power poles and electricity lines, particularly near Ocean View Estate, be upgraded to underground power lines. 
	 A request for power poles and electricity lines, particularly near Ocean View Estate, be upgraded to underground power lines. 
	 A request for power poles and electricity lines, particularly near Ocean View Estate, be upgraded to underground power lines. 



	 
	 
	As a general rule, utilities are only relocated as part of Transport projects where the proposal disturbs those utilities.  
	The extent of impact on the power lines near Ocean View Estate has not yet been determined.  The next phase of project development will include concept design of all impacted utilities and include a relocation strategy in accordance with Ausgrid and other utility provider requirements. 
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	Construction timing 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 When will work start? 
	 When will work start? 
	 When will work start? 

	 What is the duration of construction? 
	 What is the duration of construction? 

	 Where will the dedicated site facilities be located? 
	 Where will the dedicated site facilities be located? 

	 Project needs to be fast tracked 
	 Project needs to be fast tracked 



	 
	 
	At this stage, there is no specific timeframe for construction. This will be determined in the next phase of the project development once Transport has carried out further design and environmental impact assessments. 
	The site facilities for construction will also be identified in the next phase of the project development and will be included in the environmental impact assessments.  
	Because this is a complex project involving the upgrade of almost four kilometres of highway, Transport will prioritise the work and our first focus will be the Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road intersection, which is one of the most congested intersections within the project limits.  
	The concept design and environmental impact assessment for the Tumbi Road intersection is planned to be displayed for community and stakeholder feedback in 2021. 
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	Impact during construction 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Concerns about safety and facilities on Tumbi Road during and post construction 
	 Concerns about safety and facilities on Tumbi Road during and post construction 
	 Concerns about safety and facilities on Tumbi Road during and post construction 

	 Will Coleridge become an alternate route during road work and will it be upgraded to handle large volume of traffic including trucks, buses and heavy vehicles? 
	 Will Coleridge become an alternate route during road work and will it be upgraded to handle large volume of traffic including trucks, buses and heavy vehicles? 


	 

	 
	 
	Construction staging including consideration of the use of local roads, traffic and pedestrian management during construction will be examined in the next phases of project development and incorporated into the environmental impact assessments that will be displayed for community feedback. 
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	Operation Issues 
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	Speed Limit 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 What will the speed limit be for the upgraded section? The rest of the highway from Wamberal has a lower speed limit. 
	 What will the speed limit be for the upgraded section? The rest of the highway from Wamberal has a lower speed limit. 
	 What will the speed limit be for the upgraded section? The rest of the highway from Wamberal has a lower speed limit. 

	 Build speed bumps to slow traffic entering side roads where families live and children play. 
	 Build speed bumps to slow traffic entering side roads where families live and children play. 

	 Lower the speed limit with permanent speed cameras along the Forresters Beach stretch. 
	 Lower the speed limit with permanent speed cameras along the Forresters Beach stretch. 

	 Will the speed limit be uniform or maintain a current mix? 
	 Will the speed limit be uniform or maintain a current mix? 



	 
	 
	The initial designs allow for the current speed zones. As the project is developed and once operational the appropriateness of speed zones will be reviewed by Transport on an ongoing basis taking into consideration adjoining speed zones, crash rates, road user safety, adjoining land uses and roadside development. 
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	Heavy vehicles 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 A question about heavy vehicle provision. “Is the road designed for B-Doubles?” 
	 A question about heavy vehicle provision. “Is the road designed for B-Doubles?” 
	 A question about heavy vehicle provision. “Is the road designed for B-Doubles?” 



	 
	 
	The Central Coast Highway between Coleridge Road / Passage Road and Wyong Road is currently a designated B-double route. 
	The initial designs has allowed for B-Doubles and other 26m-long heavy vehicles along the entire project length. 
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	Local Road Issues 
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	Improvements to local network 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Consideration to extending Carbeen Road to link to the Central Coast Highway from Tumbi Road 
	 Consideration to extending Carbeen Road to link to the Central Coast Highway from Tumbi Road 
	 Consideration to extending Carbeen Road to link to the Central Coast Highway from Tumbi Road 

	 Are there plans for pedestrian lights/zebra crossings for families to cross Tumbi Road between the school and juniors 
	 Are there plans for pedestrian lights/zebra crossings for families to cross Tumbi Road between the school and juniors 

	 No footpaths on Tumbi Road except near the school. 
	 No footpaths on Tumbi Road except near the school. 

	 Tumbi Road should be widened and include a cycle/pedestrian lane or a pathway on at least one side of the road. 
	 Tumbi Road should be widened and include a cycle/pedestrian lane or a pathway on at least one side of the road. 

	 Proposal needs to include a roundabout at Lea Avenue outside the Wamberal Public School. 
	 Proposal needs to include a roundabout at Lea Avenue outside the Wamberal Public School. 

	 Likely to be increased traffic on Lowanna Avenue. Concern for safety of school children.  
	 Likely to be increased traffic on Lowanna Avenue. Concern for safety of school children.  

	 Can 40 km/h road signs /warning of children playing be installed at Mistview Circuit. 
	 Can 40 km/h road signs /warning of children playing be installed at Mistview Circuit. 



	 
	 
	The initial design has maintained the existing arrangement for Carbeen Road and it is not connected to the Central Coast Highway.  This location is low lying and flood prone which constrains the option to provide the connection.  Given that satisfactory traffic performance on the network is achieved through the upgrade of the Tumbi Road intersection, Transport are not proposing to connect Carbeen Road to Central Coast Highway.    
	During the ongoing development of the project, Transport will work closely with Central Coast Council to reduce the impact and improve safety on the local and regional roads that fall within Council’s responsibility. Comments relating to the road network outside the scope of this project will be referred to Council for consideration. 
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	Cost and Other Projects Issues 
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	Overall cost 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 Project cost of $100 million per kilometre is excessive for an urban road. 
	 Project cost of $100 million per kilometre is excessive for an urban road. 
	 Project cost of $100 million per kilometre is excessive for an urban road. 


	 

	 
	 
	The NSW Government announced $387 million for this project in March 2019. 
	As Transport continues to develop the design and carry out further investigations, the project cost will be refined. It is expected the project will come within the announced figure and in all cases TfNSW is focused on delivering the project as cost effectively as possible whilst achieving required standards and quality. 
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	Priorities across the Central Coast 

	Comments include: 
	Comments include: 
	 This project has jumped the gun – the Pacific Highway through Wyong is more of a priority for an upgrade. 
	 This project has jumped the gun – the Pacific Highway through Wyong is more of a priority for an upgrade. 
	 This project has jumped the gun – the Pacific Highway through Wyong is more of a priority for an upgrade. 

	 Money not well spent. Government should be looking into other projects.  
	 Money not well spent. Government should be looking into other projects.  



	 
	 
	All comments about other projects are outside the scope of this project. The comments have been noted. 
	Further details on the status of other TfNSW projects in the region can be found at 
	Further details on the status of other TfNSW projects in the region can be found at 
	https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/index.html
	https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/index.html

	. 
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	3.3 Actions 
	Key actions emerging from the consultation include: 
	 
	 Continue consultation with community and stakeholders throughout the next planning stages of the Central Coast Highway upgrade – Wamberal to Bateau Bay. 
	 Continue consultation with community and stakeholders throughout the next planning stages of the Central Coast Highway upgrade – Wamberal to Bateau Bay. 
	 Continue consultation with community and stakeholders throughout the next planning stages of the Central Coast Highway upgrade – Wamberal to Bateau Bay. 

	 Preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact assessments incorporating the community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in the Transport responses in this Community Consultation Report. 
	 Preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact assessments incorporating the community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in the Transport responses in this Community Consultation Report. 

	 Continue to provide more information about site investigations, design, impacted properties, delivery timeframes and construction as it becomes available. 
	 Continue to provide more information about site investigations, design, impacted properties, delivery timeframes and construction as it becomes available. 

	 Where appropriate, carry out local targeted consultation to obtain feedback on any options developed for local movement issues. 
	 Where appropriate, carry out local targeted consultation to obtain feedback on any options developed for local movement issues. 

	 Coordinate consultation and planning with other developments proposed for the area. 
	 Coordinate consultation and planning with other developments proposed for the area. 


	3.4 Next steps 
	Transport thanks everyone who took the time to review the project materials and provide feedback.  
	The next step for the project is preparation of the concept designs and environmental impact assessments for the proposal. The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will consider the community and stakeholder feedback on the initial designs as outlined in this Community Consultation Report. 
	Additional investigations and consultation will be carried out as the project progresses and Transport will continue to keep the community informed. 
	Given the size and complexity of the proposal, Transport is proposing to deliver the concept design and environmental impact assessment in parts.   
	The upgrade of the intersection of the Central Coast Highway and Tumbi Road will be one part and the remainder of the proposal will be a second part. This split will allow the Tumbi Road intersection upgrade to be delivered ahead of the remainder of the proposal. 
	The concept designs and environmental impact assessments will be displayed for community and stakeholder feedback. These displays are planned in 2021 for the Tumbi Road intersection upgrade and in 2022 for the remainder of the proposal.     
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